


Silt Fence Installer

Put in more fence faster, easier,
and more economically with a
Burchland XTS Silt Fence Installer!
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Avoid costly government fines, or project shutdowns. Install your fence
the right-and-tight way with an XTS Silt Fence Installer from Burchland.
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XTS Specifications

825 lbs. (374 kg) 1,260 lbs. (571 kg) 1,315 lbs. (596 kg) 225 lbs. (102 kg) 30 lbs. (14 kg)840 lbs. (381 kg)

Handy tie holes make 
transport secure and stable.

Spring-loaded, hardened-steel 
coulter with its unique curved 
arm cuts through trash, roots, 
and virtually any soil type.

Easy threading rear-discharge 
fabric chute keeps fabric uniform 
and free from snags and will ac-
commodate 48”, 42”, or 36” 
fabric.

Shipping wgt.

NA

NA

NANA

Optional 72-inch and 84-inch 
sliding offset mounts give you 
the flexibility to get you close and 
tackle a variety of work 
conditions. Handy storage slots conditions. Handy storage slots 
keep parking stands securely 
contained during operation. 

Optional wire un-roller 
assembly allows you to string 
out wire reinforcement while
installing silt fence. The wire installing silt fence. The wire 
roll can be  adjusted             
horizontally and vertically and 
placed on either side of the   
attachment. 
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Height-adjustable roll holder 
allows for a variety of fabric 
roll lengths.
                         

The adjustable spring retainThe adjustable spring retain-
ing plate keeps the fabric roll 
perfectly positioned with 
ideal roll tension.

Transport lock and compres-
sion centering springs hold the 
installer centered when above 
ground and/or traveling. 
                       

A shear-bolt offers an added 
measure of protection for the 
installer blade.

Replaceable blade cutting edge 
and hardened-steel blade point 
slice quickly and easily 
through the toughest soil 
types. 

Convenient 3-point hitch attach-
ment. Sturdy drop-down 
parking stands with pads make 
storage easy and stable. 

Versatility is the operative word 
with our skidsteer hitch-to-3-
point-hitch adapter.

Dedicated skidsteer hitch hooks 
up quickly to get you on the job 
faster.

Forward pivot provides a 40 
swing to either side of center. 
Couple this with an offset mount, 
and you get a supertight turning 
radius. 
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Slash installation time and costs to a fraction
of those of hand digging or trenching!


















Use the Burchland XTS for:
Highway/road construction
Residential and commercial developments
Waterway check-strip installation
Anywhere government regulations require 
sediment control fence

We know you work hard. Really hard. And all that 
hard work needs to pay off--way more than it is. That’s 
why we developed the Burchland XTS Silt Fence 
Installer. 
  It’s revolutionary design can slash tens, hundreds, 
even thousands of hours off of installing silt fencing 
verses conventional, labor-intensive methods of hand 
digging or trenching. With a Burchland XTS Silt Fence 
Installer, you can install fabric at a rate of up to 
thousands of feet per hour down to any depth you 
choose to a maximum of 20 inches. Remarkable!
  One of the XTS’ most unique 
features is its snag-free, 
single-fold, rear-discharge 
fabric chute. With it, fabric 48”, 
42”, or 36” are smoothly, easily 
and tightly sliced into the ground at a speed other 
methods can only dream of.
TheThe ruggedly-built, ultra-dependable Burchland XTS 
also features a hardened-steel coulter, a hardened-steel 
replaceable blade point, replaceable cutting edge, 
forward-mount pivot that allows a 40  swing either side 
of center, a solid-steel transport lock for travel stability, 
convenient 3-point hitch attachment or a dedicated 
skidsteer hitch,  optional sliding offset mounts, optional 
top-linktop-link hydraulic cylinder for precise control, two-year 
limited warranty--and a whole lot more. Check out the 
revolutionary XTS for yourself at burchlandmfg.com.

Revolutionary design.
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Remarkable performance.
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Silt Fence Installer

Our 72-inch and 84-inch optional sliding 
offset mounts allow you to quickly, 
easily and smoothly slide your installer 
to as far right or left as the outside 
wheel or track, allowing you to get up 
close to your work.


